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D

uring this time of isolation and the total upheaval affecting every
one of us due to, well I don’t need to tell you, it is good to hear
heart-warming stories.

This one is even more special because it comes from a young
person, 8-year-old Caitlin Pease from Mayland. She wanted
to do something to help keyworkers during this
dreadful crisis. She enjoys making bracelets and
came up with the idea of making and selling
rainbow bracelets to raise money.
With the first £10 she raised she bought some
sweets as treats for the Paramedics in Burnhamon-Crouch. She has now given all the staff in Nisa,
Mayland bracelets as well as giving tulips to staff
at The Crystal Centre at Broomfield Hospital, which
provides assessment for people of all ages with memory
problems.
The sales have grown and with the help of her Mum Michelle she
now has her own Facebook page called ‘Forever Creations.’ So far
Caitlin has raised over £266.25 and sales are still growing. She has
received orders from all around the country including Devon, Wales,
Northern Ireland and Scotland.
At one time she had 80 back orders, which built up whilst she was waiting for more stocks
of beads to arrive. She is now busy catching up and fulfilling the orders, having received a
delivery, as well as donations of beads from kind supporters. Caitlin can add any letters or
beads up to a total of 10 to the bracelet. She also has a star, flower, heart, lock or dolphin
charms to add. They are just £1.50 each plus 1st class postage of 76p per address. All the
money raised is used for Keyworkers. The family don’t take out any money for the stock.
Mum, Michelle Pease told us that what started as a small idea has snowballed and they have
had the backing of the community, which has been amazing. Caitlin is over the moon
as this means they are able to help more people. They are currently trying to sort the best
way to help as many key workers as they can.
A ‘just giving’ fundraising webpage has also been set up for those that do not want a
bracelet, but still want to help. The money raised in this way will go to TASC, The Ambulance
Service Charity.
If you would like to make a donation please visit:

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/forever-creations
This is not the first time the family have done charitable things. Caitlin recently donated 28
gift baskets to the woman's refuge for Mother’s Day as well as toys, crafts, gifts for all of the
80 children.
Her and her brother James also walk around their local streets checking on their
neighbours. They previously went out and handed vulnerable neighbours and friends red
and green cards to place in their window as appropriate.
Well Done Caitlin.

D

ue to the lockdown we haven’t been
able to hold our normal monthly
meetings.

However, we've been keeping members up
to date regarding the coronavirus pandemic
via email and Social Media and for those
without Internet, we've been telephoning
them.
We've also been posting online interactive
and printable crosswords, jokes and recipes.
The crosswords have been popular and the
jokes appreciated to brighten up the days.
Phone numbers of local organisations who
deliver food to those unable to leave home
have also been circulated, plus news about
our local Co-op, Post Office and pharmacy.
Feedback from our ladies has been positive
and appreciative.
A large number of members responded
to requests from two nurses working
at Broomfield and Basildon Hospitals.
Donations of cakes, homemade and bought,
chocolates, sweets and toiletries were
organised by Joint President Sheila
Williams and the nurses collected them
from her front door.
The response from members has been
overwhelmingly generous, for which they
are heartily thanked. The donations went to
staff isolated in Covid-19 wards and also to
staff working in mental health units, which
were gratefully received. Another collection
was made on Thursday 30 April.
We are a friendly, fun-loving, supportive WI
group and visitors and new members are
very welcome (when we’re allowed to hold
meetings again)!
We hold meetings on the 3rd Thursday of
the month, at 2.15pm in the Kings Hall,
Chapel Road, Burnham on Crouch. (Rear
of the Constitutional Club). For more
information please contact us on:
bocwi@outlook.com or 01621 331143
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Imagine a
retirement
where you can
do more of the
things you love
With a lifetime mortgage

Do more of the things you love
with the help of your home.
If you’re 55 or over and a
homeowner, find out how you
can release a tax-free lump
sum to help you fund your
retirement dreams.
A lifetime mortgage is a loan
secured against your home.
The loan, plus interest, is repaid
when the last borrower dies or
moves into long-term care.

01621 741162

Arrangement fee may apply.
There may be cheaper ways
to borrow.
To find out more, talk to us
today or give us a call on:

01245 806119
Equity release may impact the size of your estate and it could affect your entitlement
to current and future means-tested benefits.
Hayley Noye trading as Blackberry Mortgage Services is an Appointed Representative of New Leaf
Distribution Ltd. who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Number 460421
Head Office First Floor Princess Caroline House 1 High Street Southend on
Sea Essex SS1 1JE. Company registration Number 5520001.

B L AC K B E R R Y

O R TG A G E

SERVICES

Telephone:

01621 740998
FULLY AIR CONDITIONED
RESTAURANT AND TAKEAWAY

FULLY LICENSED BAR
10% discount on takeaways
( collection orders only, over £10 )

INDIAN CUISINE

at
THE MAYLAND MILL
Award Winner

Opening Hours
EVENING
Mon – Thu 5:00pm – 10:00pm
Fri & Sat 5:00pm – 11:00pm
LUNCH
Mon – Sat Bookings Only
Sun 12:00noon – 10:00pm
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SUNDAY BUFFET
12noon- 4:00pm
Adults £11.25 per head
Children £6.50 per head
Eat as much as you like
Extensive range of dishes
Different every week
ZARA INDIAN CUISINE
The Mayland Mill
Steeple Road
Mayland CM3 6EG
Info@zaramayland.com
www.zaramayland.com
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A

s a result of the Covid19 outbreak
we are all adapting to new ways of
working and living, ever thankful
of our gallant NHS and other key workers.
However, as with any crisis unfortunately
there are still those out there that will take
advantage of the situation either to commit
computer/phone-based crime or as a bogus
caller at the door in an attempt to enter and
steal under false pretences or try to sell you
a dubious product or service.
Always be suspicious of emailed or texted
messages about Coronavirus they may be
just misleading false information or may
be intent in tricking you into parting with
your money. Some of these that have been
seen are very convincing alleging to come all
number of different organisations.
Never respond straight away, speak to
someone else before responding if indeed
you do, and get another point of view or ring
the organisation on a telephone number
that you already have for them. Callers at
the door the same applies, you do not need
to make a decision straight away, if in doubt
keep them out, and speak to a trusted friend.

ESSEX

POLICE
Protecting and serving Essex
That said, we would like to draw your
attention to something that is not a scam:

ESSEX WELFARE SERVICES
Essex County Council has established the
Essex Welfare Services as part of PROVIDE
(a health and social care service). EWS has
been set up to assist the most vulnerable
in the community to allow them to access
shopping, medicine and other support.
This week and going forwards, GP surgeries
will be calling, sending out SMS text
messages or posting letters to those who
are 70 or older or are offered a flu jab due
to pre-existing medical conditions. This is
because these people are identified as being
vulnerable and having to self-isolate for

prolonged periods of time and therefore
potentially require additional support.
You may potentially receive a call from
the National Shielding Helpline on 0333
3050466 – this is NOT a scam.
However, the phoneline is not live and you
may receive a message saying they will try
again soon.
When they call back, the caller may ask for
some details such as your name and NHS
number to confirm they are speaking to
someone who is deemed as vulnerable, but
they will never ask you for details such as
your National Insurance Number or bank
account details.
There are concerns that this service has not
been widely publicised and therefore people
are leaving reviews on trust sites saying
that this is a scam due to the caller asking
whether the person is vulnerable or not.
It is important that this misinformation
is not spread as it could lead to vulnerable
individuals missing out on essential support.

www.essexwelfareservice.org.uk
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Relocated to larger Showroom... Lots more Choice... Many New Lines

We Supply and Fit...
Laminate
Carpets
Vinyl
LVT

Carpets & Flooring
The Flooring Store that comes to your Door!
or why not Visit our New Large Showroom!

find us on

Telephone: 01621 928770 - 07718 063942

Highly Experienced Fitters
Options to suit ALL budgets
1000’s of Samples to choose from
Domestic & Contract Work Undertaken
Any Written Quote beaten by at least 10%

FREE Home Quotations

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES

All work Fully Insured and Guaranteed

Email: info@aclarkecarpets.com

ROOMSIZED REMNANTS
AT

UNBEATABLE PRICES

Web: www.aclarkecarpets.com
Unit 1, Red Lion Business Centre, Burnham Road, Latchingdon CM3 6JH
Email: Editor@TheMayl.com						
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Dear Mr Whittingdale,
I am writing to you with regards to my
concerns and objections to the proposed
nuclear power station (Bradwell B). If I
understand correctly you are a supporter of
this proposal which is most disappointing
as you are our representative and I’m yet to
meet a local resident who supports Bradwell B.
I have done some research into nuclear
energy and have found it to be a ‘quick fix’
to a much larger issue.
It is true that energy using fossil fuels is not
sustainable for our planet and other means
should be considered - but nuclear energy is
not the answer.
There are many forms of safer cleaner
energy that are being developed some of
which has such positive implications for
the future of our planet. A small amount of
research begs the question as to why anyone
is still pursuing nuclear energy at all.
I do understand that we are yet to find a
new production method that can create
enough power to match the demand. This
is where investment should go. We should
step back and consider other options and
not rush into something like nuclear energy
which will have devastating consequences.
We should be trying to develop true clean
energy and working alongside those who
genuinely care about the issue. Describing
nuclear power as clean energy is an
oxymoron when it is in fact possibly the
most destructive as nuclear waste causes
long term implications on the environment
and our health.
Nuclear power at best can only be seen as
a temporary solution seeing as the waste
created by nuclear power plants is far
more dangerous and causes longer lasting
problems than the fuels currently used. Just
look at the the picture from the satellites
showing how the pollution across the world
has reduced so fast since the coronavirus
has shut down industry. That shows how
quickly we can make changes and improve
things if we can find a better solution to this
problem and stop allowing money to drive
the issue.
Nuclear waste will be causing limitless
unknown problems which will reach far
beyond our own lifespan.
We must strive to find an alternative to
fossil and nuclear fuels if we genuinely
want to protect our planet effectively and

not dump a poisonous legacy on our future
generations. We know better, we must do better.
By wasting time money and resources and
destroying beloved areas of countryside
and wildlife on the development of nuclear
power we are not considering other options.
Its far from a short term solution either
when you are looking at 7-12 years to
actually build the power station itself.
There is currently no way of safely destroying
nuclear waste, it can only be stored. The
waste would need to be encased in concrete
and buried. How can this be considered as a
clean form of energy? It’s not. It is frankly
unacceptable to describe it as such and to see
this as acceptable in 2020 is both shocking
and heartbreaking.
According to a large number of experts and
publications nuclear waste from reactors
can take anywhere from 10,000 to 100,000
years to degrade to safe levels - this is a best
case scenario. According to other sources it
can actually take 1 million years to degrade
to safe levels.
Concrete can breakdown in as little as 50
years. So how can this be described as safe
disposal? How can anyone be sure that
this will be ok long term? How will the
environment and local people be kept safe?
Common sense tells me that this ‘clean
energy’ label nuclear is being given is
nothing more than a disguise to the fact
that we are no nearer to solving the problem
as the point of no return moves ever closer.
We are being asked to recycle as much
as possible because we need reduce the
amount of waste that goes into landfill sites
as it is bad for the environment and yet here
we are now proposing to fill our earth with
huge amounts of deadly radioactive waste!
Nuclear energy will be an ecological disaster.
The driving force behind this doesn’t seem
to be dealing with climate issues at all - the
driving force here is money.
Another worry is that all of this work is
being done by the Chinese . Not only is this
not even investing into the infrastructure
of our country or our economy but it is
trusting a country that, as far as we
understand, gave us the pandemic we now
face globally. How can we allow them to
build something so huge in our tiny precious
community? Do you really think they will
consider us residents? This will line their

pockets whilst we local people pay for it in
a devastating reduction in our quality of life
and safety. They will not care about keeping
us safe.
Furthermore, the company involved in the
building of Bradwell B has such a bad record
that they are blacklisted in the USA over
security risks and poor safety record.
How can you possibly look the other way
Mr Whittingdale?
You are our representative - why are you
not listening to us and championing those
that put you where you are? Why are you
ignoring our emails and telling the powers
that be that the locals are behind this?
How can our government even contemplate
allowing such a company to be involved in such
mammoth projects when the consequences
from a safety perspective could be huge?
China is one of the biggest contributors to
global emissions and appear to have no
regard for the planet - do they honestly
believe nuclear energy to be clean and a
solution to the issue? Let them build their
nuclear power stations on their own land.
On a personal note we moved here five years
ago because we fell in love with the Dengie
and the beautiful peace and tranquility it
offers. The local people who are friendly and
kind and stick together.
We bought our home in Latchingdon and
regularly say how happy we are to live
somewhere so beautiful and rural.
We purchased our home for our children
to grow up in a safe and welcoming
environment - we had no plans to ever
leave. If these plans do go ahead we will
be left living in a virtual car park with no
end of lorries charging past our window,
a transient population and the value of
our home plummeting. Even if we could
move the heartbreak, upheaval, cost and
disruption to our lives will have a profound
negative effect on our health and happiness.
I am astounded that anyone can even
consider this power station and the
destruction of such beautiful countryside
and farmland. This is especially concerning
when this build is in such close proximity
to St Peters Chapel, one of the few intact
churches dating back to to 654AD.
The damage and disruption caused to our local
wildlife, birds, protected species and marine
life will be significant and irreversible.
I'm very interested to know how you as our
council will attempt to negate the negative
impact in respect of local businesses reliant
upon holiday makers, cycling groups,
ramblers and historical visitors as the area
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becomes more and more industrialised?

the overriding priority here is the money.

What do you have planned to help us? Or
are we just in it for the ride?

We have lived here for almost five years and
have seen our council tax increase year
on year yet our services seem to decrease.
We have virtually no police presence, we
have very poor transport links, not enough
school places, no hospital, and at least an
hours wait for an ambulance. I accept all this
because I love the peace and tranquility of
where I live. Now you are proposing to take
that away from us too!

I would also like to know how you will
address the increase in health issues arising
due to the movement of huge numbers of
HGV’s through the area every single day for
the next 7-12 years?
My house has suffered severe cracking already
with the volume of lorries charging past
each day. This will only get worse. Do you
even care?
Even after construction there will still be
large numbers of HGV’s going to and from
the power station everyday, not to mention
the additional transportation of workers.
Not everyone will live locally.
There are huge areas of our country that are
ugly, industrialised and have very little in
the form of habitat for rare wildlife, or local
employment so why not use those places
for these projects? Why destroy our area? A
place of outstanding natural beauty.
There are also significant concerns that
construction of the new nuclear plant could
damage the existing decommissioned plant
causing leakage of radioactive material.
When pressed at local meetings experts
admitted that they cannot guarantee that
this would not happen. This isn’t good
enough! Once it leaks, there is no going
back. This has been evidenced by other
nuclear disasters and accidents.

To summarise I am surprised you are not
supporting your residents and representing
us adequately. As our MP it is your job to
fight for the rights and views of your voters.
I fear many opposers are silent because
they unfortunately have little or no faith
that anyone in power will even listen to our
concerns let alone do anything about it.
They feel there has been too much money
involved and that we are powerless to stop
it. Why are you not liaising with us? I have
been told that residents are writing to you
and you are not even responding. This is
appalling.

What I am hearing most is that the nuclear
power station is going ahead regardless
and the company is just going through the
motions as a box ticking exercise. Indeed
the consultations were cancelled because of
the coronavirus and we have since been
told that we should look online instead.
The volume of information is huge - this
is unacceptable. We need to be able to
ask questions and have suitable input
rather than be directed to a website. Most
residents missed the opportunity to attend
meetings because of covid-19.
I have sent this letter to everyone I can think
of including local and national media and
environmental agencies. I am so concerned
that this will go ahead and I hope that you
will liaise more with the people that put you
where you are today and stop ignoring us.
This will affect our livelihoods, our house
prices, our quality of life and our health for
generations.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely
Mrs J Hopper, Latchingdon

The ground around here is notoriously
unstable and yet someone thinks its a good
idea to build a nuclear power plant on such
land? As if a foreign company will care once
they have their payout.
There is also going to be a need for dredging.
This causes riverbank erosion. We already
have flooding issues - where is the sense in
allowing this?
If the nuclear reactors overheat seawater
is used to cool them down. Once cooled
the contaminated water is returned with
radioactive pollutants back to the sea. This
in itself is criminal but to further add to this
the water is to be dredged from one river
and dumped in another! Marine life has
only just started to return after the closing
of Bradwell A over 20 years ago.
We were also informed that there was a
radioactive leak into the river in the 1980’s.
But residents were never advised of this.
That kind of secretive behaviour and
the choice to put peoples health and safety
at risk in order to keep these kinds of
failures unreported are very concerning
and again makes us locals believe that
Email: Editor@TheMayl.com		
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LOCKDOWN
An Indian Perspective
—by Thirulu

T

oday is day thirty five of India’s
Janta curfew and I am utterly
alone. I miss human intimacy.
The sound of a voice and the
flash of a smile...

The curfew is set to end on the
3rd of May. Though I fear it will be extended
further. Life has become nothing more than
a struggle to remain sane.
But I should have seen this coming.
In early February, I was trekking through
the Himalayas. I would wake up to views of
emerald pine trees, jagged mountains and
brutal snow-capped peaks.
By March I had grown tired of my nomadic
and solitary lifestyle. I needed human
company and decided to head to Goa. I’d
replace the bliss of lonely mountains with
the bliss of beaches and bikinis.
By the time I arrived, however, Mother
India was facing tough choices over the
Corona crisis. It had to choose between civil
liberties or ensuring the health of its elderly
population. India went with the rest of the
world. It dashed off its motherly image and
picked up the lock and baton.
On the eve of the curfew, I too had choices
to make. Spend a month alone or with
strangers in a hostel. Silent solitude or the
untuned twang of a backpacker’s guitar?
I went with the former. Better the devil you
know and all that...
So, here I am, paying dearly for that choice.
The curfew is stricter than anybody
anticipated. Other than key workers,
nobody is allowed out but for emergencies.
There is a complete shutdown of every
sector apart from grocery stores which will
open from 8-10am every morning.

Police barricades and checkpoints have gone
up everywhere.
On the morning of the first day, tourists
wear a worried look on their faces as they
swarm the ATMs. The machines were empty.
I come across an Israeli girl who was totally
stranded.
“I know of a cashpoint near where I am
staying I tell her. I’m going there now.
We have to pass a checkpoint though” I
cautioned. She hopped on the back of my
bike and we were off. We argued the entire
way there. She was adamant that Indians
panic too easily. I disagreed. Panic is an
universal trait, I assured her.
We arrived, the police were here and are less
than friendly. “Don’t you watch the news?
Turn the hell around. There is no money left
in any ATMs. Come back in two days”
“It’s not fair. I need money. This curfew is
ridiculous.” The woman behind me shouts.
A police officer yells at me in Hindi.
“Sorry. I’m a Tamil from England, I can’t
understand Hindi.”
“Leave now.” He says. He isn’t asking.
The girl walks to the corner and lets out
a pitiful scream. The police officers begin
laughing at her as she stomps her feet like
an angry child. I can’t help but wonder if
she now believes panic is not exclusive to
Indians.
I get her back on my bike and we drive off.
My petrol is now very low so I leave her
outside my place so she can catch herself
another ride.
After five days of pandemonium and depleted
stocks, the state recovers dramatically.
Communal spirit ensures that there is no

noticeable increase in prices. I buy rice,
onions, chilies and coconut milk. All at the
same price as it was before.
On the way back, a policeman on a
motorcycle tails me aggressively. I want to
stop but I can’t help but accelerate. I keep
looking in the rear view mirror and take my
eye off the road for just a second. My bike
veers into a ditch and splutters and whines
like an injured mosquito.
It takes me a full fifteen minutes to drag the
bike back up out of the ditch. I am all curses
and to confound it all my fuel tank is almost
dry. The petrol pumps aren’t serving anyone
but key workers.
On day nine, my laptop decides to die on me.
I try to resuscitate it as best I can, before
smashing it against the wall. Without
a laptop; the Kindle and Mobile Phone
become my sword and shield in the battle
against boredom.
Dostoevsky’s Brothers Karamazov was the
best book I never finished. So I restart.
It is a grind. A book of style, depth and
philosophical wit but, my god, it is torturous
to read. But when I finish it after three days,
I feel like I’ve lost a friend.
I read Asimov, Bukowski, Gibran,
Shakespeare, Milton and Palahniuk. But
there’s only so much a man can read. I work
out every day but there’s only so many press
ups a man can do.
I try and watch videos on my phone but
I’ve never liked Netflix. It is mostly just
drivel. Even the documentaries seem to be
all about true crime, dietary fads and North
Korea. I refuse to watch nature programs. I
have lakes, beaches and forests right beside
me, why on earth should I have to watch
Attenborough?
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Though, as I am to soon realise, being so
close to nature also had its drawbacks. The
total lockdown had given animals the idea
that the earth was there’s again. And so
when a snake found its way to my door, I
really should have seen it coming.
But I didn’t. In fact, I initially mistook the
black snake on the floor for my belt. Rule
number one: if you’re eyes are as bad as
mine, always keep your glasses on.
As I glance round, I spot my belt hanging
over the chair... There was nothing else to
do but fight so I put on my glasses and could
now clearly see the black snake was moving
along the floor with my kitten running in
circles around it to avoid its head.
I pounced for the broom, held it by the hairy
side and used its handle to smack at the
snake. When dealing with a snake, you have
to hold the stick so it is perfectly horizontal
and strike it at the midpoint of the snake.
This damages its spine and then you move
to the head.
It took me three strikes before I was able to
damage its back and move on to its head. If
it had been a cobra I’d have been long dead.
A few days later my kitten and I went
pounding into the small forest nearby. This
time the snake was thin and the length
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of my arm. The cat seemed playful and
unaware of the danger. Once again, I jumped
in with a stick.
Seven days had passed since I had bought
my groceries. I hadn’t left the house
properly since then. The problem was
petrol. There wasn’t enough to make it into
town and back. Surely there was a black
market for it somewhere. I go through a
list of all the people who could be involved.
Then it hits me! Security guards at the cash
machines...They would constantly meet
tourists hungry for petrol and have access to
it as they were key workers.
And so I took a risk and headed for the
nearest ATM. “Where can I get petrol?” I
asked. “Park on the corner” he replied.
He siphoned out petrol from a parked car
and into a bottle. He charged 25% higher
than the usual price. Now I was back in
business. On my way back, I had a sudden
urge to go swimming at the beach.
I decided take as many side roads as possible
to avoid the checkpoints. I drove on. The
entire coastline was abandoned.
I didn’t have any swim shorts so I stripped
naked and walked in. I stayed in and let
the world wash over me. It wasn’t human
company but the sea had a voice and that

was enough. As it turns out, I was lucky to
get away with it.
Later, I received a text message from a
friend to say that she and her friends had
been attacked whilst at a beach party the
night before. She showed me a photo of
bruises on her legs from the lashing. The
lashing was meted out by local men not the
police. You see, the idea that the police have
been brutal across India during the curfew
is unfounded.
Nearly all of the viral videos of police
beatings are from Delhi, where the police
have a decades long history of bullying poor
migrants from other states. In fact, rumours
are rife that the local attack on tourists was
in response to the perception that the police
have been turning a blind eye to their public
gatherings.
Fear is a horrible thing. It turns us all insular
and protective like a snake ready to strike.
Speaking of snakes, my landlord knocks on
my door. I haven’t seen him in days and I’ve
never seen him in wellies. “I just came out to
do some farming and to let you know there’s
has been a large cobra spotted nearby
recently. Please make sure you wear some
shoes at all times from now on.”
That’s just great. What did I say earlier about
cobras and being dead already?
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Bradwell-Tillingham-Dengie and St Lawrence
Church Services
If our Churches are still closed for public worship our church
services will be ‘Joint Beneﬁce Services’ and will be online at;
https://e-voice.org.uk/bradwellchurch/sunday-services/

If restrictions are removed and public worship is permitted please see
https://e-voice.org.uk/bradwellchurch/ for church services and times for
Bradwell, Tillingham, St Lawrence and Dengie.
This website has been adapted to cover all the churches in Bradwell,
Tillingham, St Lawrence and Dengie over this coronavirus pandemic period.
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COFFEE, CAKE & COMPANY
Steeple Village Hall, Every Wednesday

ALL MEETINGS CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
DURING THIS TERRIBLE UNPRECEDENTED
PERIOD OF UNCERTAINTY IN THE WORLD
IF ANYONE IS IN NEED OF HELP OF
ANY KIND - PLEASE CALL KAY
Even if you just feel like a chat!

07846 245571
01621 773403

COVID-19 Corona Virus
Mayland Support Team

Are you
Vulnerable? Elderly?
Self Isolating?
We’re here to help with....

Shopping,
Prescription Collection
Dog Walking
Or, Just a Friendly Chat!

BAPTIST CHURCH
FROM THE PASTORS DESK

I

must congratulate and thank the majority of villagers
for abiding by the government rules of distancing
and also our wonderful supermarket (NISA Mayland)
for supplying most of our needs by very cheery staff
during this virus crisis.
Also thanks to the doctors, surgeries and pharmacy for
being there for us too and St. Barnabas Family Centre being
open on Sunday mornings for people to go to pray or have a
quiet time.
Two more groups to be thanked - The Mayland Support
Team and neighbours, thank you for what you do.
Please, please continue to take the advice given, keeping
your distance, washing your hands regularly, coughing into
a hankie ect.
So far this village has not had the tragedy of loosing a loved
one through this virus. Sad to say I now have. My older
sister was taken into Broomfield with the COVID-19 Corona
virus on the 23rd March (Keith and my 57th wedding
anniversary).
She fought it for three weeks but on the 7th April, she
lost the battle. She was 78 and had no underlying health
problems. We are all heart broken, but we know she is now
at peace with the Lord. So as I say please take care.
Something lighter now. It's lovely to see couples and
families out together enjoying our lovely village. Overall
the weather has been wonderful. The blossom and bulbs are
magnificent. The ones in our garden have excelled this year.
Our veg plots are ready for the plants which are growing
well. (I chose to prepare the garden rather than springclean
the house, because no-one can visit the house but they can
see the garden) I'll do the housework when we get a dull/wet
day, that's my logic and I'm sticking to it.
I pray that our Lord will protect and bless you all.

Call our dedicated phone line

01621 491026
C H PLASTERING
Plastering and

General Building Work

Completed to a Very High Standard

We are often troubled, but not crushed; sometimes in doubt, but
never in despair; 2 Cor. 4:8
- Meryl Scrivener, Deacon -

PAINTING AND DECORATING SPECIALIST

Internal and External
plus Minor Repairs

Competitive Prices - 35yrs Experience

Full Liability Insurance - 40 Years Experience
Free Quotes - Email: Davidprt@hotmail.co.uk

Call Chris: 01621 772305 or 07780 503212

Telephone David: 07949 803201
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The Dengie Medical Partnership
COVID-19 bulletin
We have THREE main points to convey with direct local
relevance:
1. The importance of social distancing and in particular
shielding of vulnerable members of the community
2. The measures that the practice is putting in place to
support the response to this outbreak.
3. Things that our local population can do to support
themselves and others during the outbreak.
1. The importance of social distancing and in particular shielding
of vulnerable members of the community. It cannot be overstated
how important it is to reduce transmission of the Covid-19
Coronavirus.
You’ve all heard this from Boris Johnson, you’ve probably
already had a text linking to the gov.uk website for national
Coronavirus advice. You’ll be aware of the NHS 111 website and
the information there about it. If not please have a look or see our
website at:
(www.dengiemedicalpartnership.nhs.uk).
Please do take this seriously.
2. The measures that the practice is putting in place to support
the response to this outbreak.
We are still open at both Tillingham and Maylandsea Medical
Centres. All repeat medications can still be ordered in exactly
the same ways as before (see the tab on our website about this).
We are issuing the same length prescriptions as usual. There is
national guidance to avoid the toilet roll situation arising within
the medicines supply chain. Please only order what you need and
do not stockpile medication. Someone else will not be able to get
essential medication if you do.
All consultations with our team will now primarily be remote,
either by telephone or video link – more about this below. If there
is an unavoidable need to examine you in person we will plan how
to perform this contact to minimise risk.
To get a consultation please ring the reception on our usual
published numbers. Our staff will take your details and a clinician
– either a doctor or nurse - will phone you back as quickly as
possible. Please be prepared to talk to any clinician to explain your
problem. We have a very effective internal system for passing
queries and if the clinician who takes your enquiry does not have
an answer they will find someone who does. We now need to defer
all routine care.
This includes blood pressure checks, blood tests, medication
reviews, minor surgery and long term illnesses. We will publish
a list on the website of essential contacts that will continue
treatments that simply cannot be mitigated or deferred. We will
also be reviewing care needs on a case by case basis.
We cannot now refer you for diagnostic tests or consultations
with the local hospital unless they are life or limb threatening.
Telephone, video and online consultations: in adapting to this new
way of working we have adopted some new digital solutions. In
addition to the telephone, some consultations can be enhanced
by video or can be done by email or text. We have started using a
piece of software called AccuRx to support this. This does require
patients to have a smart phone with a camera but does not require
patients to have any particular app on their device. If video

consultation is required we will send you a secure link by text
which will open up the video consultation. It looks and feels very
like Skype.
Across the Mid Essex area the group of GP services is looking
to use another layer of technology – something called Dr Link.
This is not yet live but will be soon. This software does require a
smartphone app. Patients will be able to use this software to check
their symptoms, and send their concerns to their Doctor to be
considered. This can then streamline the process of deciding what
needs to be done for each person. We are still encouraging people
to sign up to use the existing online system – see our website for
details of this. This allows ordering of medication and viewing of
medical records and results.
You need to bring photo ID to our reception to get log-on details
to start using this. Additionally there is a new phone app, just
released, called AirMid which interfaces with the online system
(using the same log-on details) and provides a simple menu for
patients to use on their smart phone. Eventually the AirMid app
will also be used for providing video consultation.
You can see that there’s a lot of change here. It sounds a bit
daunting. We can reassure you that it’s not as complicated as it
sounds. Many of our staff are not technophiles either. If the worst
comes to the worst we can sort it out by good old-fashioned phone
contact.
3. Things that our local population can do to support themselves
and others during the outbreak.
Firstly – stay informed regarding national guidance but do take
time out to do something relaxing. Perhaps use your newfound
down-time to do those things at home that have been side-lined
or take up your hobbies again. Remember to get your once daily
exercise, but keep your distance from others.
At this time it’s very easy to lose ourselves in the general
anxiety of the Coronavirus pandemic. It’s all over the news and the
world has changed. This is a going to be a marathon not a sprint
and we need to keep ourselves positive to get through this. There
are many online resources with dedicated pages about Coronavirus
- for example AnxietyUK and the Mind Website. If it’s feeling a bit
overwhelming please do try looking at these.
Secondly – consider those around you who may need support.
There are many groups who are now instructed to lock themselves
in at home due to their vulnerability and they do need support to
get essential supplies and to keep up their spirits. Volunteering
groups are springing up locally and nationally. We will post
examples on our website for people interested but these include
the Women’s Institute locally, who are organising volunteers to
deliver medications, the GoodSAM app, which launched a national
appeal a couple of weeks ago, the Essex Coronavirus Action Group
on Facebook (which is linked to Volunteer Essex), and AgeUK.
When participating in voluntary activities please be mindful of
the vulnerability of people requiring support and do not distribute
lists of isolated people publicly.
If you’ve now got time on your hands and you’d like to help
others then there will likely be something that you can do, even
from your own home.
We will keep you updated regularly when we know more.
Sending best wishes to the whole community,
From the team at Dengie Medical Partnership.
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Come and join our friendly, village school! We
have Reception places available for September
2020

ST CEDDS

‘How would you
describe your school?’
Vine Trust Review 2020

Come and see for yourself! Contact the school office for a welcome
visit: 01621 776219 or admin@st-cedds-pri.essex.sch.uk

East End Road, Bradwell-on-Sea, CM0 7PY
Email: Editor@TheMayl.com						
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Leave It to Me
Empty Property Management 
Decluttering 
Organisation and Planning 
Whatever your needs Judith and her team will provide a
trustworthy and capable service which is second to none
See our website for testimonials from satisfied customers

www.leave-it-to-me.co.uk
07715 167752
jdthhood@gmail.com

Judith Hood

DENGIE HANDYMAN
GARDENING, PAINT & DECORATING
ALL TYPES OF GLAZING, LOCKS, FENCING,
DRIVEWAY, PATIO, & GUTTERING CLEANING
BLOCKED DRAINS - MAN WITH VAN

advertise in
the maylands mayl
for less than a

tenner!

WE DO MOST JOBS, SO GIVE US A CALL
FOR A RELIABLE ON TIME LOCAL SERVICE

CALL 07799 265804

BRADWELL
ST LAWRENCE

TILLINGHAM
STEEPLE
MAYLANDSEA

COLD NORTON

LATCHINGDON

MAYLAND

SOUTHMINSTER
ALTHORNE

The Maylands Mayl is distributed free
throughout The Dengie. Areas included
are Mayland, Maylandsea, Steeple,
St Lawrence, Bradwell, Latchingdon,
Cold Norton, Southminster and Burnham.
We also have collection points in Cold
Norton, Bradwell, Mayland, St Lawrence
and Tillingham.

BURNHAM
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DELIVER
Different Areas Available
Good Rates of Pay
All Kit Supplied
More Information at:
www.TheMaylandsMayl.com/Delivery
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Surviving Family Life
Coronavirus has led to more drinking and arguing but has helped our son learn to ride his bike
Evening drinks
You are the most insensitive man in
the world,” she screamed in a massive rage,
tears in her eyes as she postured to throw
the glass she was holding at me.
“Please at least try to understand this
horrific situation I’m in and how I’m
feeling.”
I tried to show empathy but just shrugged,
bemused and unsure why she was acting
like someone dealing with a terminal illness
alone or being framed for a crime she hadn’t
committed.
The fact was, she wasn’t alone - there are 60
million other people in Britain experiencing
exactly the same thing. And it’s not like
we haven’t had time to prepare mentally,
it gave us plenty of warning - it started in
China before Christmas, then travelled to
northern Italy and Spain before arriving
here.

Overwhelmed NHS
I have to be honest, though, for me
everything is surreal, it’s something that I
am only really conscious of every day when
Downing Street gives its briefing at 5pm
or when someone walks past the window
in some weird, sci-fi mask they have made
themselves. The rest of the time, I busy
myself with messaging friends, Homes
Under the Hammer or drinking endless
cups of tea - perhaps blokes are just better
at switching off.
Or maybe we are ignorant, thinking it won’t
happen to us - but this is probably a mistake
the government made and why the prime
minister nearly died.
“We have just got to stay indoors,” I say,
sympathetically, trying to hug her. “It’s so
the NHS isn’t overwhelmed, so our parents
don’t die. So our grandparents are safe.”
But she pushes me off, shouting: “It’s alright
for you. You’re a slob, happy just lazing
around all day inside doing nothing.
“I feel trapped.”
My wife then retreated to a bottle of
wine. It’s what both of us do every night,
sometimes in the day.

We drink beer, gin, she’s also developed a
taste for Aperol Spritz - says it reminds her
of the holiday in Italy that has now been
cancelled. I’m not sure what’s making us
drink more. Maybe it’s simple boredom, the
stress of the situation, or the realisation we
don’t understand each other, or even like
each other that much, after spending more
time together than at any point during our
20 year relationship.
I’ve read about domestic abuse cases rising
and solicitors readying themselves for a
mountain of divorce applications when
this is all over. Before lockdown, blame for
marital strife was often put on the pressures
of raising children - but ours, who are 7 and
4, aren’t at fault now. They have been a joy.

the gossip over Zoom, such as from the
unlucky-in-love office Bridget Jones who
has started dating during lockdown and has
a boyfriend of a month she has never met.
She tells us about it being weird that he is
watching her eat when they have a meal
together on camera and getting annoyed
that she dresses up smart for their online
dates and he is in his pyjamas in his
bedroom.
There are disadvantages to working from
home though - I’ve realised how rubbish my
broadband supplier is, there are constant
tech issues and most of all, now my house
has become my workplace, I feel I can’t
switch off and escape from it.

Never-ending weekend
I don’t think they quite view it as a holiday,
more like a constant weekend. And that
means they think they can have treats
reserved for a Saturday every day - bacon
rolls, watching the iPad endlessly and
sweets.
With this mindset, homeschooling has
been difficult, with the response: “Don’t be
daft dad, we don’t work on weekends.” But
maybe the reason my wife feels trapped is
the reason they are happy - lockdown means
they have us all to themselves all the time.
We have taught our son to ride the bike
he had for Christmas - something we had
been meaning to do throughout January
and February, but never got round to. It
also means we have been involving them in
activities we never usually would do.
With the local gym closed, I’ve realised my
four-year-old daughter is the perfect weight
for bench pressing and arm curling.

Office Bridget Jones
Perhaps the biggest change though comes
through working from home.
On the face of it, it sounds perfect - waking
up at 8:55 or if I’m feeling particularly lazy,
snoozing until 8:58, and then logging on
at 9am in my pyjamas. No shower, shirt
and tie or commute. I can even hear all
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  under Lockdown
—C. Woodward

Daily run

Rats in the garden

But my daily jog, a few miles into the city,
puts me in touch with the brutal reality of
the situation and how lucky I am to even
have a job.

bracing himself as if a tornado was passing.
I see the fear in people’s eyes whenever I go
out - you can almost feel the mood on your
skin.

It feels like a post-apocalyptic movie scene
as I run down the middle of an empty dual
carriageway that is usually gridlocked,
past bus stop posters for events that will
never happen and my favourite cafes and
restaurants closed with no indication they
will ever reopen.

It exists in the queue to get in the
supermarket - a long, winding line of people
two metres of eerie silence apart.

The saddest thing for me is people no longer
say hello, with one man stopping dead in
his tracks as I approached, looking petrified,
putting his hood over his head and turning,

“People will remember, the business won’t
last when this is over,” an angry man says to
me after arguing with the owner about this
inflation.

At least the days of panic buying and no loo
roll seem to have passed, but Calpol and
hand sanitizer have doubled in price at a
local shop with pasta sold by the handful.

On the way home, police are pulling cars
over - I panic slightly, trying to think of an
excuse for being out, but drive off when the
officer is distracted by another motorist,
feeling slightly naughty when really all I’ve
been doing is the weekly shop. We are not
the only ones having difficulty finding food
- during lockdown, I have noticed on many
occasions two rats scurrying around my
garden.
The kids think they are cute, the wife
is disgusted, I squirm at the thought of
disposing of dead vermin in a trap I’ve set.
I wonder if they have always been there and
I’ve just not noticed before because I am not
home enough. My friend says it’s because
restaurants and pubs aren’t throwing food
out, so they are having to widen their net
for scraps to survive on.
As we discuss this on WhatsApp, a message
pops up: “My mum died today from it. Take
care.”

Coronavirus is very real
It’s from a friend who I had shouted at
when this broke out, telling her to keep
her 70-year-old mother inside. But she had
laughed and told me to stop overreacting.
If I’m honest, I hadn’t truly believed it
would get her lovely, young-at-heart mum
either. It’s getting closer, and arrives on my
doorstep the next day.
My elderly neighbour, who I shop for as
she’s in isolation, is stood outside her
house crying. Her cousin has died and the
family have been told they can’t attend the
cremation and won’t even be told when
it is. There have been different stories in
the press about funerals and claims over
whether you can say a proper goodbye.
“You can have a memorial service when this
is over. It will be soon,” I tell her, knowing
that the words offer no comfort. But they
are all I can think of, I can’t even give her a
hug. I walk inside and FaceTime (video link)
my mother as I do every night.
I tell her I love her and to stay indoors with
her little dog… and to not go outside until
they say it’s safe, whether that’s in a week,
a month or even a year.
Email: Editor@TheMayl.com		
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ou have become jaded by
life and too serious; make
time to relax and enjoy life
a little more.

Y

H

his month puts new
projects clearly in your
sights and presents the
ideal time to tackle ignored
challenges to your health.
Bravery is required to resolve
family or relationship issues
which obscure your personal
plans. With patience, and by
releasing old limitations, you
gain sufficient momentum to
move forward with increased
focus. Love and devotion to
those around you creates a web
of compassion which sustains
you until the time is right to
prioritise your own needs.

lans go astray this month,
and you are forced to think
on your feet and juggle
conflicting priorities.
There will be significant upheaval
in your personal life, feeling
like you are going backwards
and not making clear progress,
have patience that chaos comes
before calm. Focus on your
mental wellness by avoiding
negative people and sensational
information; instead devise ways
to ensure your emotional balance
with time for rest, relaxation
and recuperation that suits your
personal preferences.

elationships with family,
friends, colleagues and
intimate or romantic
par tners take on a more
robust sense of meaning and
significance within your life.
Ref lection on your personal
experiences, and questioning
how you fit into the wider
world, delivers a greater sense
of awareness and intuition. As
you restart your astrological
year, celebrating your birthday,
you get to forge a new pattern
for the year ahead. Release old
expectations and rigidity to
free up time, space and energy
for something unexpected.

Playful energies support you to
let go of the past and seek new
experiences which build your
confidence and help you grow
emotionally.
Take time to figure out what you
want and trust that the resources
you need will come to you, in ways
you can’t yet imagine.
Allow your passions to direct
you towards joy and an intimate
adventure.

xamining how you usually
make decisions supports you
to more effectively manage
your finances and resources this
month.
Your adaptability makes you
susceptible to second guessing
yourself while traversing the
major cross-roads of life, while
impulsiveness can lead you down
the wrong path and not meet your
long-term needs. Allow your inner
senses to guide you towards the
answers and decisions that feel
right. Still your mind and listen
to the quiet voice inside aligned to
your holistic requirements.

old tight during challenges
you face at the beginning of
the month; they pave the
way for opportunities appearing
just ahead. Work on your network
and connections in authority,
even when the fruit of association
is not immediately forthcoming.
Gifts or rewards come your way
towards the end of the month,
and prosperity in partnerships
offers career progression or
direct income. Appreciation for
your current situation directs
emotional expectations towards
even more personal or financial
success.
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his month’s full moon
will drive your emotional
i n te n s i t y to h i g h e r
peaks than usual and you could
experience trouble sleeping.
Ensure any restless energy or
emotive impulses are directed
towards wise decisions, based on
accumulated personal wisdom.
Your honesty is admirable but
could create unwanted friction,
think about both how and when
you should deliver your message
for best effect. Evaluate which
responsibilities you bear which
are not supporting your authentic
expression to avoid drifting into
self-pity.

our natural uplifting
energy attracts many new
acquaintances this month.
Be discerning about activities
you give time and energy to and
remain open to individuals that
resonate with you.

You act as both a teacher and a
student deploying a leadership
style that also allows profound
personal learning.

Your natural scepticism is holding
you back from seeing a more
positive vision of the future – find
people to compliment or challenge
your view to help you see the
potential currently hidden from
view.
Engaging others in thought
provoking discussions will help you
fine tune your idealised self-canvas,
so you can paint a more vivid and
realistic picture.

S

F

C

eek support from a mentor
or somebody whose life
experience you value greatly.
Uninhibited friendship, guidance
and compassion will help you
move away from self-imposed
limits and reach greater peaks of
your personal potential.
This month may drain your
psychological strength and taking
time out in nature or seeking
novelty will recharge your inner
batteries.
As you seek the support of
somebody further along life’s path
others will turn to you for your
dignified guidance.
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To experience a deeper connection
with people entering your life this
month, it’s vital you shine the light
of unconditional love on yourself,
and not just those around you.

rustration and confusion
reign as this month brings
you to tears on more than
once occasion.
Vulnerability and freedom are
tightly linked and after the
experience of deep confusion you
gain clear sight and intuition events will naturally unfold with
the tides of change.
Give your self permission to
pamper and take care of yourself
more than usual, this will enliven,
encourage and prepare you for
the new world of opportunities
coming into focus.

ake a wider perspective and
seek expert input before
getting stuck in a decision
which could limit you.

reativity is abundant this
month, and dreams of the
future start to assemble
from dark clouds that have been
lingering for some time.
You are graced with planetary
blessings helping you gently glide
over troubled waters to clear
skies ahead. Focus on the positive
aspects of your situation and avoid
bringing down your own energy
with excessive complaints.
Don’t escape reality, instead direct
your experience with positive
imagination, taking action that
aligns to the results you desire.
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Before
Edging

After
Edging

RUGS

WHY NOT MAKE YOUR OWN RUG
Purchase one of our many Remnants and we will cut it to the size you require and EDGE it for you as well

Website at:
aclarkecarpets.com

Carpets & Flooring

Buck Rogers
Car Breakers
Steeple Road
Mayland CM3 6EG

Phone us first for very
competitive rates
Phone between
8.30am & 6pm only

License No 307/94

Quick Efficient
Friendly Service

MINI SKIP HIRE

01621 928770
07718 063942

Essex
Largest Independent Oven Cleaning Company in Essex
totally Trusted by over 8,000 Customers in the Region

WE CLEAN ALL KINDS OF APPLIANCES
Oven Cleaning
BBQ Cleaning
Range Ovens
Microwaves

Hob & Extractor
Fridge Freezer
AGA Cleaning
Dishwashers

Odour Free, Eco friendly domestic cleaning that
will have your appliance looking as good as new
All Staff
are
DBS Checked

Tel: 01621 773933

Trading
Standards
Approved

Book your clean now!
www.essexovencleaners.co.uk

01245 451003 - 07816 762869
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For your stress-free
move ...

... and all your estate agency
needs – 01621 782652
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How to Fix Unwanted
Advertising Popups

companies produce standalone scanners that
can be run without installation. Here are a few
of the most well regarded, they should be the
top link in a google search. If one doesn't fix
your problem, try the next one

»»

M

alware - you know when you have
it, usual symptoms are advertising
popups appearing out of nowhere,
dubious sites appearing in your browser
without explanation.
There are two common types of malware,
the first is the type that installs itself into your
internet browser, and the second type that
which is installed into Windows itself.
The first type is restricted to showing popups
in your browser, whereas the second type will
show popups from the instant the Windows
desktop appears and will not stop annoying you
until you shut down the computer. Most people
run antivirus programs, and in an ideal world
they would prevent the malware in the first
place.
If you are running an antivirus check that
it has the latest updates, and try doing a full
scan, it may solve your problem without further
work. Removal of browser malware is usually
a case of going to the addons/extensions in
your internet browser and removing anything
suspicious. In Chrome click the 3-dot menu
then settings - extensions. In firefox click the
3-line menu and click addons. Other browsers
have a similar setup to get to their extensions.
Most browsers don't have any extensions
to begin with, so you should be fine to remove
anything that you haven't deliberately installed.
Windows malware can be more difficult to
remove, the easiest method is to download
some anti-malware software. Many anti-virus

SWF OFFICE OPEN

7 DAYS A WEEK

Tel: 01245 426 163 | Email: info@ahead4.com
117 Hullbridge Road, South Woodham Ferrers, CM3 5LL

www.ahead4.com
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Mayland Support Team
Your friendly neighbourhood volunteers!

»

It's usually a good idea to run a couple of
these even if your problem appears to be fixed.
Microsoft Safety Scanner - Make sure the
download site is microsoft.com.
Dr.WEB CureIt (drweb.com)
McAfee Stinger (mcafee.com)
Emsisoft Emergency Kit (emsisoft.com)
Trend Housecall (trendmicro.com) requires a
working internet connection.
If necessary these programs can be downloaded
onto a clean computer, put on a thumbdrive,
and then run on the problem computer.
Sometimes none of these methods work.
Some malware will monitor the programs you
start up, and if it recognises a removal program
it will actively prevent it from working. If you
can't seem to get rid of the problem you may
have to run these scanners in 'safe mode'.
Safe mode is a bare bones version of windows
where the malware shouldn't be running,
and will not be able to interfere with your
scanning programs. To get into safe mode do
the following. Go to the start menu and type
msconfig. On the program that pops up (system
configuration) click the boot tab, click the 'safe
boot' checkbox and click minimal boot. Click
ok and restart your computer. Don't worry
if things look a bit odd in safe mode, that's
normal. In safe mode you should be able to run
the scanners you downloaded earlier. When you
are finished remember to start msconfig again
and take the tick out of the 'safe boot' checkbox
before you reboot
- article by M Pickford -

Everyone is aware of this awful pandemic sweeping
across the globe. This is the worst peacetime era in
history! But, we think it’s important to keep our
community spirits up, and help each other during
this unprecedented time.
That’s why, along with myself, Linda Haywood, Andy
Beck, Seema Tee, Stuart Parkes, and Sandra Burridge,
we have formed an army of fantastic helpers all ready
to do whatever they can to support those in need.
We realise that in Mayland we’re more isolated
and for those who now have to self isolate we
want to ensure they remain part of our village.
We have elderly people living alone, whom are now no
longer able to access their local village or surrounding
areas due to this outbreak.
Along with that we have families having to self isolate
and these vulnerable people are why we have formed
this group.
We have a dedicated phone line that is being manned
everyday by your local residents within the village.
We will be providing a random password, changed
daily to ensure an aspect of safety for elderly people
answering their doors.
I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone for
coming together, the generosity has been humbling,
and we know that everyone in our beautiful village
will come together, and support each other, because,
together, we are better!
Kelly Maerz
And the Mayland Support Team

Mayland Support Team
We’re here to help with....

Shopping,
Prescription Collection
Dog Walking
Or, Just a Friendly Chat!
Call our dedicated phone line

01621 491026
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T

his is a strange time to be a young
adult, hungry to explore everything
the world has to offer yet locked
up indoors because some people in China
fancied bat for dinner. Despite Coronavirus’
violation of our freedom and determination
to keep us single forever, this period of
isolation has allowed for time to rest,
reflect, rejuvenate and spend time on things
other than work or school. Today’s world is
an uncertain place, and no one can tell what
is yet to come.
In pre-lockdown times (oh what a distant
memory!), each family member would retire
to their unofficial designated section of
the house after a long day, reveling in their
reclusion; my dad would sit in front of the
TV, laptop on his lap and phone in hand as
he somehow multitasks the three screens
glaring at him.
My mum next to him, eyes fixated on
her laptop screen while chatting on the
phone is, similarly, a connoisseur of multitasking. My brother is either playing FIFA
or doing his homework. And as usual, my
sister is out. It’s likely that she’s given up
on the family dynamic altogether. Family by
choice, I am sure she thinks, as she chooses
to spend her precious evenings with her
friends.
But lockdown has changed all of that.
Now, we actually talk to one another (crazy,
huh!). Now, my brother and I have taken to
DIY, painting my bedroom and converting
the old garden shed. Now, my sister and
I follow ‘Yoga With Adriene’ videos on
YouTube at half seven each morning.
As a family we sit down together to watch
the National Theatre’s weekly YouTube
releases every Thursday - if you haven’t



It's important that
we have patience
and work hard to
stay healthy

already, be sure to check out ‘One Man,
Two Guvnors’ and ‘Jane Eyre’. My mum has
started teaching my siblings and me Tamil,
and I’ve been baking so much that even
Mary Berry couldn’t keep up. Yes, things
have certainly changed. But not necessarily
for the worse.
I live in the suburbs of London, where the
greenery to building ratio is high and it’s
not unusual to see the occasional horse trot
past. While I normally curse the distance as
I make the commute into central London,
I am now grateful to live in the middle of
nowhere as it makes social distancing a
breeze.
Yet, despite its usual serenity, the local
park now swarms with people: make-shift
badminton courts have been set up, yoga
mats are laid out in corners, and joggers
are everywhere. It’s the perfect scene of
harmony and pretty much confirms the
belief that we’d all been working far too
much before lockdown - for many, this is a
much needed break.
Prior to lockdown, I had been living
in Bolivia for a month and no cases had
yet been reported. For a long time we
were feeling relaxed and untouchable as
we soaked up the sunshine and stuffed
ourselves with empanadas. However, when
the first case arrived in Bolivia, the country
panicked. In fact, Bolivia responded to the
outbreak immediately, putting restrictions
on movement and shutting down its
airports. I was so very lucky to catch an
emergency flight back to London (a 2 day
journey via La Paz, Cochabamba, San Paulo,
Porto and London - the most direct flight
available at such short notice) as soon as I
found out.
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The UK’s approach has been slow in
comparison. Of course, the UK is far better
equipped to handle such a crisis than
Bolivia, but it makes me wonder whether
our inadequate reaction here has been a
significant factor in the devastating number
of deaths.
News is getting out of hand. My phone
pings relentlessly with updates from various
news sources and although I do want to
keep up to date, it’s all a bit too much,
and I now find myself swiping away the
news alerts by instinct. Other sources of
information provide more comfort during
this time.
Social media especially is the epitome
of all things relatable; it’s a refreshing
reminder that you’re not alone in this, and
a welcome distraction. Instagram is a gold
mine of Coronavirus memes, while being
TikTok famous seems to be all that matters
anymore.
Even if you haven’t contracted the virus,
lockdown has been tough for everyone,
particularly business owners. Both my
parents are in business, and the pandemic
has affected each one differently. My mum
runs a restaurant in Farringdon and she has
had to close it down for now as the footfall
has sharply declined. By contrast, my dad
is a key worker as he runs a wholesale
business which supplies the toilet paper,
hand-sanitizer and Pot Noodles that the
world has gone mad for. My dad has been
working 7 days a week in an effort to keep
up with the increased demand, but I can see
that he’s exhausted.
Oh, and I’ve been tasked with
homeschooling my younger brother
while his school is cancelled. He has been

following his school timetable, interpreting
‘physical education’ as FIFA time - I mean
that counts, right? The problem is, it’s been
a while since I studied Living Organisms,
and I couldn’t tell you the difference
between a plant and animal cell let alone
teach the entire GCSE biology syllabus.
It’s worse when he has a question about
the material. In an attempt to hide the
fact I haven’t the faintest idea, I just act
superior and tell him to research it himself
because that’s the best way to learn. I think
he may have caught on…
It’s been an odd few weeks but I’m
surprisingly okay. People have been
extremely kind - neighbours are offering
support, top dogs on social media strive
to keep up spirits, and artists are giving
virtual performances for free. And of
course, the NHS, as ever, has been a rock
throughout these uncertain and changing
times.
At a stage of life where connection is
most desired and freedom is most needed,
lockdown has certainly been a barricade.
Yet, there is something remarkable
happening. Though we may be separated,
there is, in some sense, a heightened
connection. An increased effort to reach
out when circumstances divide us. I’m
lucky to be trapped with four other people,
where some are completely alone, but at
times it can be quite overwhelming.
It’s important that we have patience,
and work hard to stay healthy. Despite
the obvious horrors and distress that this
pandemic has caused, it’s impossible not
to notice the silver linings that lockdown
has afforded us - the increased sense of
connection, resilience, and gratitude.
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READERS LETTERS
Opinions Expressed by Contributors are Their Own...
Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

An open letter to someone either living in
North Drive or Promenade. We have an
allyway between the two roads - half way up.

We would like to give a HUGE big thank
you to all the Shops, Pharmacy etc. that
are still open at Mayland and especially our
Nisa Supermarket, Post Office and all the
delivery drivers.

I wanted to express my thanks and gratitude
to the staff who are putting themselves on
the frontline at the local bakers, chip shop
and Nisa here in Mayland.

A lot of people use it until it gets overgrown.
Neither the Parish council or Maldon
Council seem to want to keep it clear.
An elderly couple have been doing it, except
for 3 times last year when help was given,
but it is getting too much to do now.
It would take someone fitter 20 minutes
once a month or so to do.

The staff are so helpful and brilliant to carry
on in these unfortunate circumstances.
Thank you all so much. Keep safe and well.
Paul and Val (Mayland)

I think it is important that the staff are
aware we realise the risk they are taking and
appreciate their efforts to keep the village in
food and cleaning supplies.
Thank you to all the village workers, post
people, refuse collectors and NHS staff.
Thank you, thank you, thank you. Stay safe.
Kind Regards,

This would be much appreciated, because it
is a very good cut through to the shops.

Kelly Palmer

Thank you,
An elderly couple, Maylandsea

If YOU have an opinion,
we would love to hear it

Email: editor@themayl.com

Dear Editor,
It was a lovely surprise for me to see that
Maisie was ‘back in town, or should I say
back in print’.
I've missed reading her regular article over
the last few months, so seeing the article
titled Maylwatch and Maisie’s name at the
bottom of it to me was great.
I thought Maisie had retired gracefully a
while back, in my opinion leaving a big hole
without the interesting articles of hers that
you published might I say.
I used to really enjoy reading her articles
as she used to wax lyrical about the little
natural things she noticed on her walks
about the village and places further afield.
We have a lot in common with regards to
noticing the nature that abounds in our
village and the countryside around us.
One of the things I notice while working

in my garden is the number of raptors that
seem to be doing their aerial shows high
over the village.
The usual buzzards and sparrow hawks
are easy to spot but now and again I see
silhouettes way up high that are neither of
these, any one else noticed them and if so
do you know what species they are?
Recently there was a flock of eight raptors
wheeling and turning as they tried to stay in
the thermals to continue their journey far
too high for me to be able to identify them.
Last year we had a first for me, passing over
the village was a red kite, such a beautiful
sight as it seems to plod along twisting and
turning lazily, with its huge v shaped tail
doing overtime keeping it stable.
Well this week there was another one flying
very low and very slow overhead of the
infants and junior school on the drive.
I’ve seen plenty of them along the M40 in

the Oxford area but it seems their coming
this way now as well.
As they are carrion eaters they will not have
any adverse effect on the local wildlife so
let’s hope the few gung-ho of the shooting
fraternity will leave them alone and maybe
they will breed and prosper on the Dengie.
Oh yes especially for you Maisie, prior to
our confinement re the Corvona Virus, for
a couple of weeks before at about 10pm on
the double bend as you approach the village
from Latchingdon there has been a female
barn owl sitting on top of the hedge hoping
for the passing traffic to stir up the odd
mouse.
Let’s hope this one lasts longer than the
one that got run over the year before last at
Latchingdon.
Nice to hear from you again Maisie keep on
with the Maylwatch it’s a little gem.
John Kemp
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Well I never thought I would feel guilty about doing a walk
and with most people behaving so well with the order to SAVE
LIVES, STAY AT HOME, this walk was for my mental health as
well as exercise.
I set off just after 8am, popping into Freshways (NISA) in
Mayland en route for my Saturday paper (hooray for our
wonderful shop ladies who have kept us supplied with
essentials during this crisis)
I got onto the seawall via the boatyard.This time of morning,
with the sun still low, the light quality makes every detail so
sharp. It was an hour and a half away from full tide, the water
smooth and glassy. The horror that's going on so unreal when
you are in a beautiful place. Other than one jogger I had this
section to myself.
The dyke that runs along between the seawall and Whites
Farm had dried up as if a plug had been pulled out, this upset
me as it must have contained a lot of fish and invertebrates as
this is where I have seen a kingfisher on several occasions and
nearly always egrets at its edge.
Most of the waders have gone now and no Seals to be seen
with the tide up, but plenty of skylarks to be heard and seen
as they ascend vertically from the field, the sound reminiscent
of a busy fax line. (remember those?)
A dog appeared, then it's owner so I cut across a field. More
Skylarks flew up out of the grass, then first one Hare then
a second bounded off ahead of me. To complete the wildlife
encounter a Snipe, identified by it's long bill, startled by my
presence, took to the air, as I rarely see these birds it was a
wow moment.

!"#

What life a grassy field holds and they are so rare, especially in
Essex.
The walk inland following Mayland Creek was not as relaxing
as I had envisioned, another jogger, a man on a bike then a
young couple walking their dog made it very stressful trying
to get out the way to maintain the social distancing, in the
past would rarely meet anyone.
The bloom on the blackthorn hedges was already past its
best but still gave a lovely backdrop to the skeletal remains
of an old dock at the head of the creek. I turn right into the
attractively tree enclosed track where a former narrow gauge
railway line used to run down Mill Lane via Grange Avenue.
This is a haven for woodland birds and I hear wrens, robins,
blue, great and long tail tits, and my first chiff chaff of the
year. Sweet violet adding splashes of purple on the damp
mossy floor.
Being confined to home has brought benefits, the Kercher
pressure washer has blasted every mossy surface, fences
painted, gardens weeded, pruned, dug, housework done
more thoroughly, the environment is having a break from the
pollution of cars, lorries, aircraft and energy used in industry
and retail, but I hate being deprived of walking where I want
and I am going to miss seeing the bluebells and hear the
nightingales, explore new paths.
Then you think of all the people who are fighting this virus,
the thousands that have lost their fight, distraught, grieving
families, businesses in crisis, health workers, our supermarket
staff and everyone keeping things ticking over, all putting
their lives at risk and it puts it all into perspective.
Maisie
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UPDATE
:4 don’t know what to say. We have not cancelled
We thought that we ought to make a statement but to be truthful weG>$*8&HCAI/'
=BC&DE58&3(:&FC
the event but currently all preparations are on hold. When the situation becomes clearer, we will make an informed
decision as to whether#$%&'($)*+(*",-!,*./".01*(2
we can carry on, reschedule or put the event off until next year.
3425*+6*278*9$4&:7$***;
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We have been looking at other outside!$&(0)&#6&3:8&;$).*7<%&=4>."4&;9:4#.$*&.*/(0.%&6>$)
events scheduled for June and these have already been cancelled, which does
not bode well but we have a lot of the infrastructure in place already and we could be back in business quickly. We will
just have to wait and see what happens.
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We have contacted all exhibitors and stall holders that we have addresses for and we will continue to update through
the media. Thank you for your support. Carol Bates 01621 740795.
Email: Editor@TheMayl.com						
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MALDON DISTRICT COUNCIL
A Thank You to Our Collection Crews
The outbreak of Coronavirus (COVID-19)
has led to reduced resources across waste
services in Essex.
Local councils, like us, are working hard to
minimise disruption to residents. However,
some councils have already made the
decision to temporarily suspend elements of
the waste service in order to maintain public
health and safety.
As a frontline service, refuse and recycling
collection crews are unable to work from
home. Despite the reduction in staff levels,
they continue to work tirelessly to ensure a
service is maintained for residents during
this extraordinary time.
Alongside other critical services these key
workers are working hard on the frontline
every day to ensure our bins, bags and boxes
are collected.
Cllr Adrian Fluker, Leader of Maldon
District Council; said: “I want to say a special
thank you and extend my appreciation
to each and every member of the Suez
collection crew here in the Maldon District,
for their effort and dedication to maintain
vital services for our residents.

We can all do our bit to support others in
these unprecedented times. I know that
some of us have even been putting messages
of support in our windows to say thanks
and let them know they are appreciated.

• Please be mindful where you park your
car on collection day. With more people
at home, residential roads are busier
with parked cars making it harder for
collection vehicles to get through.

We are asking all residents to be
understanding and act responsibly during
this time.”

If you are self-isolating, either as a
precaution or because you are confirmed to
have Coronavirus (COVID- 19), you should
follow this advice:

Ways you can support your collection crews:
• Please maintain at least 2 meters and
don’t approach collection crews
• Please do not put additional waste out
for collection as we cannot collect this.
If every household puts out more waste
than usual and we picked this up, the
collection vehicles would fill up quicker.
This would result in some households
not having their waste collected, as
well as placing additional strain on
collection crews
• Please continue to treat collection crews
with respect
• Please place your bins, boxes and bags
at the kerbside ready for your collection

• Double bag all personal waste such as
used tissues and disposable cleaning
cloths, securely in plastic bags or bin
liners.
• Store these bags separately to other
waste for at least 72 hours before placing
in your general rubbish collection.
• Regular household recycling and waste
should be treated as normal.
You can keep up to date with any changes to
your waste and recycling services in Essex
by visiting our Website at:
www.loveessex.org/coronavirus
Est
1995

Smart Motor Company

SERVICING & REPAIRS
To all makes of vehicle
MOT & DIAGNOSTICS
Telephone: 07768 132655
Unit 16 Mayland Ind Estate, Mayland CM3 6BE

Consultant: Karen Johnson
07971 756278 kazza3373@gmail.com facebook.com/121dietkarenj

YOU DRINK
THEATRE TRIPS

B&H TAXIS
Email: BandHTaxis @ gmail.com

WE DRIVE
DINNER DATES

6 & 8 Seater Cars available on request

ANY OCCASION

07896 553610

ANY LOCATION

We’ll meet your PLANES and BOATS and TRAINS and of course COACHES too!
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SWF ELECTRICAL
Tel: 01245 905751
Email: info@swfelectrical.co.uk

Over 25 years experience.
Domestic, Commercial & Industrial.
Full & Partial Rewires.
Fuse Board Upgrades.
Electric
Security & Outdoor Lighting.
Vehicle
Fault Finding.
Charging
Testing & Inspection.
Landlord Reports.
Maintenance.
Contact us today for
advice and a free quote

Industrial Services & Controls Ltd

www.swfelectrical.co.uk

Wisbey
Salvage & Spares

Salvage & Spares
01621 773533

Spares Available
Vehicle Engines & Gearboxes
Mirrors & Motor Assemblies
Body Panels and Trim
Radios & CD Players
Headlights & Glass
Tyres & Batteries

Call Us Now for a Free
No Obligation Quote
20 & 40 Yard Bins Available For Site Clearances

Metal and Vehicles Accepted
Collection Service Available
On Site Weighbridge
Fully Licensed Site
Instant Payment
Wisbey Salvage and Spares, Lower Farm, Steeple Road, Mayland CM3 6EG
Telephone: 01621 773533

BEST PRICES GIVEN

Email: info@wisbey.co.uk

DVLA REGISTERED
CERTIFICATE OF DESTRUCTION GIVEN
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MALDON DISTRICT
Supporting Local Businesses during COVID-19

Maldon District Council and our partners are supporting a number of initiatives designed to ensure businesses are
kept informed and safe, and support those working or staying at home. Together we have developed the initiatives
detailed below, and we will be providing more information on these in the coming days through our social media
channels and our website (www.maldon.gov.uk).

THE ESSEX MAP
www.EssexMap.co.uk
The Essex Map have opened their virtual
doors to all businesses that are still
operating and able to safely deliver (contact
free) products and services to people’s homes.
Please use the ‘Coronavirus Deliveries’ tag
to ensure they are shown on the main
coronavirus page at:
(www.essexmap.co.uk/coronavirus).
Are you a restaurant or pub now providing
delivery’s or takeaways, can you assist with
safe self-isolation activities, home-school
or help to enable businesses to work from
home? List your services and reach the
thousands of local people in need during the
outbreak.
To register your business and the services
you are able to provide go to:
www.essexmap.co.uk/register
and list your services. In the keyword tags
box at the end or the form, ensure you add
Coronavirus Deliveries.
The Essex Map is owned by The Essex Alliance
(www.EssexAlliance.co.uk)
and being supported by Maldon and District
CVS and the Maldon District Council, to
support residents and businesses during this
COVID-19 outbreak.

'SENSE OF PLACE'

VOLUNTEER TO HELP

Businesses are invited to join the Maldon
District Business Group on LinkedIn
(www.LinkedIn.com), part of the 'Sense
of Place' Initiative. This group enables local
businesses to network, share projects and
work together.

If you or your organisation would like to
volunteer your help during this time please
register with Maldon and District CVS
(Community Voluntary Service) at:

“The Sense of Place (SoP) initiative supports
the promotion and sustainable development
of the Maldon District creating an
environment which enables businesses to
prosper.
This group seeks to bring together local
businesses, groups, organisations and
the Council, supporting communication,
access to funding, networking, partnership
working and delivering the objectives of the
(forthcoming) SoP Place Plan
By drawing people and organisations
together, working in partnership and
celebrating your contribution to this special
place.
We enrich the offer made by the Maldon
District for business, investment, visitors,
residents and students. Ensuring we work
to support our economy, quality of life, the
tourism sector and rural diversification to
create a prosperous future for all.”

COVID-19 SUPPORT FOR BUSINESSES
A new webpage is now available with
advice and information for Maldon District
Businesses during the COVID-19 outbreak
www.maldon.gov.uk/covid19business
Maldon District Council is committed to
supporting our businesses through this
challenging period and we are working
with our partners to provide advice and
assistance as required.

weeks regarding this. We will continue to
engage with local businesses and groups
and are liaising with colleagues in other
authorities to ensure best practice is being
shared.
We will endeavour, with all expediency to
implement the support as identified and in
line with the emerging guidance.

We are also taking decisions that will
maintain the viability and sustainability
of the Council over the coming months, to
ensure we continue to deliver vital services.

Maldon District Council will be contacting
you shortly to ask you for the information
that it needs to be able to process your
business rates holiday and/or grant as soon
as it can.

We have welcomed the support announced
for businesses by the Chancellor and guidance
that will be provided in the coming days and

More information will be available at:
www.maldon.gov.uk/info/20076/
business_rates

www.maldoncvs.org.uk/corona/
volunteers
Maldon District charities and agencies are
collecting volunteer data that will be used to
help organise a community response to the
current Corona virus outbreak.
This form is for volunteers who may wish
to give time or skills for individuals in
communities who are affected.

FOOD DONATIONS
The Maldon Salvation Army are working
with The Maldon Food Pantry and
Churches Together in Maldon to coordinate
food donations to those in need across the
Maldon District.
Donations of tinned meat and veg, rice,
porridge oats along with long life milk,
will be welcomed by contacting Jonathan
Doyle, Lieutenant via email at:
maldon@salvationarmy.org.uk
Businesses or individuals wishing to
financially contribute to this effort can do
so via PayPal (www.PayPal.com) to Maldon
and District Community Voluntary Service.

CEMETERY BURIAL
CHARGES REDUCED
Maldon District Council have taken the
decision to reduce the cost of burials in our
cemeteries for District residents, from the
current cost of £1583 to £898.
We hope that this reduction will also ease
the financial burden on families at this
most difficult time.
This is in recognition of the extraordinary
times that we are living in and that we are
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currently unable to deliver funeral services
as we would have liked, due to having to
comply with government guidelines for
social distancing.

Carr's Flour and Magnox

However, we are closely following the
Government’s guidance and we will adhere
to any changes they may make.

Maldon Community Coronavirus Response

Cllr Adrian Fluker, Leader of Maldon
District Council, said: “I would like to
extend my heartfelt sympathies to all
those who have already lost loved ones,
friends and colleagues.
We have reduced our burial fees during
this current health emergency, to help
those who will find the burial costs yet
another burden”.
Paul King of Paul J King Funeral Directors,
a local family firm serving the Maldon
District, said;
“The decision of the Council to reduce their
burial fees for residents, is a very proactive
and an extremely welcomed gesture, at a
time when families are already facing what
will be the hardest moment in their lives”.

STAY AT HOME
GROW YOUR OWN
To support the wellbeing of Maldon District
residents, Maldon District Council and
Abberton Rural Training (ART) are working
in partnership to bring a new community
initiative to encourage residents to ‘Stay At
Home and Grow Your Own’.
Jacqui Stone, the Chief Executive of ART
said, “Growing your own produce at home
can happen from your windowsill, a window
box, on a balcony, a courtyard or garden.
Being able to pick fresh lettuce for your
salad or sandwich is unbeatable!
Anyone can grow their own. It’s very
satisfying to grow something from seed and
rewarding to look after your plant until it is
ready to eat!
It's great to be able to support key workers,
alongside other vulnerable groups, to help
them keep healthy. Everyone can take part;
we would really encourage people to go to
www.abbertonruraltraining.org/GYO
to see how easy it is”
To see if you qualify for a free starter kit you
can visit:
www.maldon.gov.uk/growyourownpack
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Local food business, Carr’s Flour Mills Ltd,
are working hard to keep food on peoples’
tables. The Maldon Mill has been located on
the banks of the River Chelmer since 1896,
Carr’s source 70% of their wheat within 30
miles and supply to many artisan bakers.
Carr’s have also made a donation to the
Community Coronavirus Response being
coordinated by the Maldon and District
Community Voluntary Service.
Rob Munro, MD Carr’s Flour Mills said
“We wanted to do what we can to help local
people during this difficult time. Our staff
have been milling at a frantic rate supplying
customers and keeping the nation fed. The
staff at Maldon have been making heroic
efforts to get product out.”
Magnox, who are responsible for
decommissioning Bradwell nuclear power
station, have also provided their support
to the local community response to fund
critical work and provisions.
Gwen Parry Jones, Magnox Chief Executive,
said: “Many community groups are carrying
out positive work, supporting the most
vulnerable in their areas. This work is vital
and a key part of Magnox’s response to
COVID-19 is to help other organisations

Working in the garden provides a light form
of physical activity to keep active at home,
which brings a range of benefits to mental
and physical health. Being outdoors boosts
vitamin D levels (under certain sunlight
conditions) and offers stress relief and
support for emotional wellbeing.
The hope is that residents in Maldon will
benefit from the initiative immediately
and take what they have learned forward
into the future which will save money on
fruit and vegetables, as well as having
wider environmental benefits for the whole
district.
Toms Farm Shop in Great Totham are
supporting the scheme and have generously
offered to deliver the starter packs to
qualifying residents free of charge.
Tom Gregan, owner of Tom’s Farm Shop,
said; “We wanted to support the scheme to

deal with the pandemic wherever we can.
“In this time of national crisis, Magnox
has agreed with the NDA (Nuclear
Decommissioning Authority) that we
should make available up to £25,000 at
each site from the Magnox Socioeconomic
Scheme for use by local community groups
on COVID-19 related activities.
Magnox is committed to assisting the
communities surrounding our sites, as our
communities have supported us for over
50 years, and we hope this funding will go
some way to supporting the essential work
being delivered.”
Sarah Troop, Director Maldon and District
Community Voluntary Service said “We
are very grateful for the support of local
businesses and individuals. Maldon and
District CVS in collaboration with a range of
community partners, have set up a service
supporting residents who are self-isolating
or restricting their activities, regarding
getting food and other supplies (including
children's needs), prescriptions, pet care,
local information or social contact. If you
are in need please call 01621 851997 or
visit our website at:
www.maldoncvs.org.uk”

help people who are struggling and feeling
isolated at this difficult time. I think that’s
it's important that we all come together and
help where we can.
We also wanted to show our appreciation
to the Key Workers who are holding our
community together.
We were keen to support Abberton Rural
Training and the Council who we know
are working really hard at the moment
to help lots of people in need of support.
Although we have been thin on the ground,
I will continue to supply fresh produce and
work hard behind the scenes to back this
important project”
To get involved visit ART’s YouTube
Channel for online tutorials which are easy
to follow from ART’s Website. To access
information and activity sheets go to:
www.abbertonruraltraining.org/gyo
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t started like every other
day at sea, at five minutes to
midnight. Someone shook
my hammock, called, “Five
minutes,” and wandered off
to wake the rest of the crew.

I opened my eyes to complete
darkness, pushed aside the
tarred canvas that I’d draped
over my hammock to divert
the leaks, and swung my
bare feet onto the rough
ballast bricks. I headed aft, zig-zagging with
the roll of the ship, ducked past the tiller,
and climbed on deck.
I relieved the helmsman at the whipstaff, a
big vertical wooden lever used for steering
the ship. It was my favourite job for the
first hour on watch as the whipstaff was
just the right height to rest my head against
while I napped. If the ship went off course,
the whipstaff thumped me in the head and
woke me up to fix it. When you’re working
four hours on, four hours off for months at
a time, every second of sleep is precious.

went below to their hammocks; the last
wedged himself under a cannon where he
could reach the side of the ship easily when
he needed to throw up. They’d be back on
watch soon enough.
“Normal” was a relative term on that ship.
In the sixteenth century, the little luxuries
that modern sailors take for granted hadn’t
been invented. Ratlines (the rope ladder
for climbing the mast), footropes (the
ropes that we stand on to tie the sails up),
steering wheels and hammocks didn’t come
in until the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Electric pumps certainly weren’t
around, and while we did have engines to
comply with the law, we had to save our fuel
to get into port at the end of the trip.
For a group of twentieth-century sailors, it
was a shock. It was a good thing that I knew
next-to-nothing about health and safety,
or I might have been wary about working
up a mast with no harness and nothing to
stand on. As it was, trial and error taught
me myriad ways to avoid hitting the deck or
falling overboard when rotten hemp ropes
snapped under my weight.

The next person on deck relieved the
lookout; the last two pulled up a canvas
bucket of seawater, poured it into the
pumps to soak the leather valves, then
started pumping. Pumping was an
exhausting, demoralising chore: the ship
leaked constantly. In good weather, ten
minutes pumping an hour was enough
to control it; in bad weather, it was
continuous.

Apart from steering, lookout and pumping,
there were plenty of other tasks to fill our
time: trim the sails; monitor the weather;
maintain and repair the hemp rigging, flax
sails, and wooden hull; and wipe down
everything with vinegar to control the
mould that grew in the damp atmosphere
of the cargo hold. When we needed to tack
or wear (turn the ship around), or change
either of the big sails (the foresail and
mainsail), we needed to wake the whole
crew to help.

That done, three of the four crew who had
been on watch for the previous four hours

Meals were the highlights of our lives,
and our cook was a genius. He only had
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—Jackie Clemence

   Century Sailing Ship at Sea
dry stores to work with, but he managed
to make porridge, rice, beans and lentils
taste like gourmet meals three times a
day for months on end. The fact that we
were always ravenous probably helped. The
process of eating was more challenging than
you’d expect: a few weeks into the voyage, a
tired crew member tipped all of the cutlery
and most of the bowls overboard with the
washing up water. Porridge and dahl aren’t
designed to be eaten with fingers; belt
knives are not a good substitute for spoons.
Living in close quarters with sixteen
strangers is always challenging. Add in
a chronic lack of sleep, relentless work,
the total absence of home comforts,
and the complete lack of meaningful
communication with the outside world,
and you’ll understand the reason for the
frequent and wide-ranging disagreements:
everything from food rationing, to the
correct way to secure a cannon in bad
weather, to the relative benefits of beef
tallow over mutton tallow as leather
dressing were fodder for heated arguments.
After a year on board, one crew member
observed, “This ship treads a fine line
between character-building and souldestroying.” He was right. Despite that, we
loved her.
We each had a sea chest for our personal
belongings. I didn’t own many clothes, so
my sea chest was stuffed with the important
things: books, my journal, and chocolate. A
square or two of chocolate every few days
helped me remember that it wasn’t really
1606. When it ran out, it was often hard
to tell.

Coming up next time...
A 16th Century Sailing Ship in a War Zone
Email: Editor@TheMayl.com						
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A Humorous View of Lockdown

C

Lockdown Blues

oronavirus has revealed a lot about
humankind. Firstly, we miss Nando’s.
I know this for a fact; I’ve searched
high and low for Nando’s Peri Peri sauce
(there are about ten different kinds), and
they’re sold out everywhere.
Secondly, memes are the primary survival
method during lockdown as people seek
comfort in these harrowing times. One
wonders whether mass meme production
has been issued by the government to boost
morale. Thirdly, we like to complain. A lot.
To this end, here’s a list of common
complaints or, ‘Lockdown Lamentations’,
which demonstrates the struggles that some
of us have faced during this difficult period.

Lockdown Lamentations:
• Boredom from staying inside, and
wanting to go to Nando’s the gym
• Only possessing two flat-screen TVs
when there are four family members
who each have a different genre
preference
• Being unable to go out clubbing,
replete with getting wasted, and major
regrets the morning after
• Running out of things to watch on
Netflix
• Being stuck at home with a nosy
mother
• Ocado delivery slots are all booked up
• A slight headache due to excess sun
exposure after lying on a deck chair
in the garden all day (and the panic as
you try to figure out whether you have
COVID-19 or if it’s just dehydration)
• Overheated electronic devices due to
aforementioned sun exposure
• When people think they can just
FaceTime me and expect me to answer,
without giving advance notice for me
to do my hair and makeup!
Perhaps you’ve noticed a pattern among
these complaints. Or if you haven’t,
consider yourself a very lucky person. Let
me explain what I mean…
It was sometime last week when my dad
came home from work and saw me sitting
alone on the sofa downstairs. He asked
me if I was okay and gave me a hug, which
is extremely weird as my dad never does
this. He explained that he felt really sad
for me being stuck home unable to go out

—A Thayan

with friends and explore the world. Finally
someone who understands what I’m going
through! Poor me…
And that’s when my mum smacked his
arm and shouted “Poor her? What does
she have to be sad about? She’s living it
up, relaxing all day, not worrying about
anything! You know when we were in
lockdown in Sri Lanka there were 7 of us
crammed into 2 rooms. We didn’t have a
TV, and we couldn’t afford a radio. And we
weren’t relaxing all day every day. Instead we
got on with daily life: feeding the chickens,
studying, reading, cooking.”
During the 26 year civil war in Sri Lanka,
my parents faced bombings, shootings, and
other unspeakable horrors. Their hometown
was attacked and being a minority in their
country, their identity was threatened. My
dad still suffers from PTSD, shuddering
every time there’s a helicopter overhead.
Due to the regular bombings, my parents
were on lockdown for months at a time and
both of their families were very poor. No one
could work from home, and no work meant
no food. Their struggles weren’t deciding
what to watch next on Netflix but who of
their family or neighbours would be next to
mysteriously disappear.
With all the spare time I have (due to
cancelled gap year plans and needing an
occasional break from binge watching ‘Tiger
King’ and ‘Brooklyn 99’), I find myself
pondering on deeper matters. Many of us
don’t realise how lucky we really are, and
how dire things are elsewhere. People have
been laid off and are struggling to make ends
meet. Parents adjusting to working from
home have the added burden of having to
home-school and entertain their kids all day
which is even harder if your child has special
educational needs.
Social distancing is impossible when stuck
in the crowded conditions of a refugee camp
or a prison. For people who are homeless,
those without access to clean water, or those
in a country without decent healthcare
infrastructure, personal safety may be the
biggest concern. And I’ve just received a
news alert saying ‘domestic abuse killings
more than double amid Covid-19 lockdown’this doesn’t even include the domestic
violence that isn’t reported. Sorry, rant over.
What may be a “massive inconvenience” for
us could be a question of whether or not
there will be food on the table today for
others.
The very last thing we need is a celebrity

thinking themselves a beacon of light in
the darkness as they deliver motivational
speeches through an Instagram live stream,
telling us to “stay strong” and “think
positively”. What’s worse is when they
actually complain about quarantine. No
they’re right, it is rough for everyone. It
must be hard being quarantined in a million
dollar house with its own gymnasium and
cinema room. I mean, how are they holding
up? Kim K, I’m talking to you.
And despite our many complaints (see
aforementioned ‘Lockdown Lamentations’),
many of us are actually reaping lockdown
benefits. We have more time to relax and do
all the things we never could like learning
French or finally fixing that broken door.
We can spend quality time with family.
We don’t have to shave or wear makeup
although I’ll admit, some evenings I put on
a full face when I need a touch of glamour
in the midst of all this scruffiness. We don’t
have to frantically decide what to wear every
morning (those of you who change out of
your PJs, you’re an inspiration to us all).
We save money by skipping on the daily
commute. And most importantly, for those
of us who have realised we’re not quite
beach-bod ready yet, lockdown is proving
an invaluable second chance. Boy, the
end of lockdown is going to hit us like a
truck. I think we’re all getting a little too
comfortable tumbling out of bed just in
time for the first Zoom meeting of the day.
Will we still be able to fit through the front
door.
And while we’re on that, let’s pause
for a moment and consider what life
after lockdown will really be like. Will we
snap back to our pre-lockdown routines
of overworking and under sleeping? Or
will everyone require a full 9 hours of
sleep, a midday break to walk around the
neighbourhood and some designated family
time every evening from now on? Will more
people choose to work from home? Are we
even prepared for life after lockdown? And
do we need to be?
With changing times must come changing
attitudes. We must aim to have a better
understanding of situations far removed from
our own, and less obsession with the world
that immediately surrounds us. Perhaps with
more understanding and awareness comes
more action to support others, consider
donating to a number of worthy causes, for
example. Hopefully through these efforts, we
can ultimately build a better world.
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DOMESTIC ROOFING
Slate and Tiled Roofs New or Repaired

Specialist in Flat Roofing Felt and Fibreglass
Over 30 years Experience
Full Public Liability Insurance

01621 742229 or 07957 727150
email: yvesteer@aim.com
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or many March was a gloomy month but for one couple,
Yvette and Steve Brockwell, there was some joy, with
Cruft close to being cancelled it was touch and go. They
entered their home bred dog Baillion Black Obsidion in a very
large class and achieved success with a third place.
Black Obsidion has consistently won his classes with many
Best of Breeds in other shows but to achieve a placement
at Crufts was special. Last May they tragically lost Black
Obsidions mum. Their only hope was that this boy would
continue on for his mum in the show ring and do them proud,
which with no doubt he now has. They hope he will soon go on
to produce top winning dogs to continue the line. He is now
owned and loved by L Slaughter in Bedfordshire

SANDRAS PLANTS

Hardy Herbaceous Perennials For Sale

In good size 2 - 3 Litre Pots - £5 Each or 3 for £14

Vendors for Plant Heritage Society Fairs at RHS Hyde Hall
Tel: 01621 740448 - 07765 304313
Email: rust.s@sky.com

STORAGE
STORAGE

New Storage Containers to let in Mayland
20ft long - Separate access 24/7

Telephone: 01621 773933
DISCLAIMER

All material contained within this publication is strictly
copyright and all rights are reserved. Reproduction in
any form without permission is prohibited. Every care is
taken by the publishers (The Maylands Mayl Ltd) in
compiling the contents of The Maylands Mayl Magazine,
but no responsibility is assumed for any injury, loss
or damage arising from any article or advertisement
contained within the publication. The views expressed
within this publication do not necessarily reflect the
views of the publishers.

MENORCA HOLIDAY VILLA

WITH PRIVATE SWIMMING POOL FOR RENTAL
Close to Es Castell, short drive to gorgeous beaches

Sleeps 2 - 7
FREE
Brochure
Email:menorcaholiday@aol.com
Tel: 01621 741810
www.MenorcaHolidayVilla.co.uk
07860 232854
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THE UPS AND DOWNS OF MENTAL HEALTH
A Day in the Life of a Counsellor

N

o two days are the same. One day can
be spent arranging appointments,
another can be spent dealing with a
deluded schizophrenic having a breakdown
for five hours in your living room. It’s a
constant up and down, with highs, lows,
tears and frustrations. You meet some
fascinating people, with equally fascinating
stories, many of which can weigh heavily on
your mind long after a person has left your
care.
But for all its difficulties, it’s a job with
rewards like no other. Let me take you
through one of the more interesting days
on the job.
It’s 8am on Monday morning and I’m on
my way to HMP Wakefield, about a two
and a half hour drive from my house. I’m
headed to meet a man named Ian, a former
client of mine who I haven’t seen in over a
year – but for good reason.
Wind the clock back around two years to
when I first met Ian. He was 55 years old
and already been diagnosed with what’s
known as schizotypal personality disorder,
a mild form of schizophrenia that manifests
as unusual behaviour, abnormal thinking
patterns, and general eccentricities. Ian
came to me for counselling to work through
some issues he had, so I soon began meeting
with him on a weekly basis.
Now, the term counselling often gets
lumped in with psychiatry, psychology and
therapy, amongst other similar terms, but
it’s important to know that counselling is a
different beast. Counsellors ‘guide’ people
to bettering themselves. We can’t provide
medication, nor can we officially diagnose
conditions.
During our sessions, Ian often talked about
a woman he was in love with. It took a few
weeks for Ian to confess that this woman
wasn’t his wife or girlfriend. No, it was
actually an exotic dancer who he visited
every week. Each visit, he’d give her huge
chunks of cash, and recently, he’d bought
her a Range Rover somewhere to the tune
of twenty thousand pounds. Despite her
telling him to leave her alone a hundred
times, Ian couldn’t grasp the idea that she
didn’t love him back. Finally, she rejected
Ian’s grand gesture of buying her a car, and
as one might expect, Ian lashed out in the
worst way possible. Long story short, he’s
now behind bars for 23 years.

Walking into a prison is, quite simply,
terrifying. Despite the numerous walls,
cages and barriers, you still feel a constant
sense of dread, as though things could
escalate at any minute. I meet Ian in a small
room with nothing but a wooden table
between us. Unlike films portray, he’s not
handcuffed or fettered, and there are no
armed guards standing at the doorway. It’s
just me and him.

Story
by
J. Burns
The first thing he asks me is whether or
not I’ve brought any clingfilm. I remind
him that he never asked for any clingfilm,
and this leads to a tirade of abuse in my
direction. I calm him down, and we talk
normally for around two hours. When it’s
time for me to leave, Ian breaks down and
begs me to stay longer.
It occurs to me that Ian wants me to stay
because I’m his last link to the outside
world. I tell him that we can meet up again
in several weeks, and it dawns on me that
I’m speaking to Ian like a friend rather
than a mental health professional. After
reassuring him, I make my way home, and
I realize when I get home that the entire
journey was a blur. I feel a heavy sense of
responsibility for Ian, and I’m wondering
whether or not severing my connection
with him would be of benefit. Would it
make him harder for the prison officials to
deal with? Would it make him accept his
circumstances?
I have another appointment scheduled at
6pm from my home office. Usually, I’d do
three appointments per day, but I’ve had
to make exceptions today. In contrast to
the middle-aged Ian, this young gentleman
named Ryan is a fresh-faced seventeenyear-old with a different set of troubles.
One of my specialities is helping people deal
with addiction, and Ryan suffers from two
extreme addictions, although one is much
more bizarre than the other. In fact, in my
eight years as a professional counsellor, I’ve

never seen an addiction quite like his.
The first one, and one of which is quite
common in today’s world, is video game
addiction. To many people, online fantasy
worlds allow them to flourish and thrive
much more than the real world lets them,
so it’s natural that they’d gravitate more
towards the world they feel more
accomplished in. The second addiction Ryan
suffers from is what’s known as pica, which
is a compulsion to eat things which aren’t
food. In Ryan’s case, it’s glass.
A lot of people think that counsellors (or
therapists, or psychiatrists), have it all
figured out. They think we know everything
there is to know about human behaviour.
But of course, that’s far from the truth. And
nowhere is this more obvious to me than
when Ryan slumps himself in the corner of
my sofa and tells me that he’s spent the
past week eating the lightbulbs around
his house.
The more we talk, the more I get the
sense that Ryan’s compulsion is a coping
mechanism for something else in his life.
It can sometimes be difficult to get to the
root of the problems with young clients,
since a lot of them go to counselling at
someone else’s request (their parents, or
their GPs). Ryan is no different. I finally
begin to break through Ryan’s cold
exterior, and he tells me that his home
life isn’t exactly bliss. The more we talk,
the more I create a mental map of Ryan’s
state of mind, and in a distorted way, I can
see how his condition gives him a sense
of control over his life. I make a note to
research this condition, but after putting
myself in Ryan’s place, it begins to make
sense.
Being able to empathize with a client, no
matter how different they are to you, is a
fundamental part of the job. Ryan leaves
my office an hour later, hopefully with a
little more clarity about himself and his
issues. It’s around 19:30 and the mental
exhaustion of the day begins to take its
toll, but unfortunately, the counsellor’s
day doesn’t end there. I check my phone to
find three missed calls from a newer client
named Daniel. I called him back and he
asked me if there was any chance I could fit
him in tonight. Despite the time, I agreed.
Another strenuous day as a Counsellor, but
I wouldn't change it for the world.
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A.G. Smith
Established 1912

Funeral Directors & Monumental Masons

LTD

SPARKLEBRITE

• Private chapel of rest
• Mercedes Benz hearse &
limousines
• 24 hour service
• Hand carved memorials
• Home visits by
appointment
• Prepayment Funeral Plans

Southminster - 01621 774 557
Hallmark House, 44 Station Rd,
Southminster CM0 7EW
Maldon - 01621 854 293
7 Spital Road, Maldon CM9 6DY

agsmithfunerals.co.uk

DOMESTIC
and
COMMERCIAL
CLEANERS

OVER 17 YEARS’ CLEANING EXPERIENCE

Daily, Weekly, Fortnightly or Monthly
One off Blitz
Spring Cleaning

Hygiene Cleans
House Clearances

Tel: 01621 744545 / 742288
Email: info@sparklebrite.co.uk

Unit 2, Red Lions Business Centre, Burnham Road, Latchingdon CM3 6JH

Paul J King
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

In these sad times we are here to help you
Our doors might be locked, but our dedicated
staﬀ are in the oﬃces - call us at any time for help

FOR YOUR

INFORMATION
THE MAYL IS NOW
ALSO AVAILABLE

Funerals may have
changed but our high
standards of support
and care remain the same.
We can help you plan a
Thanksgiving Service /
Celebration of Life once the
crisis is over

TO VIEW ONLINE
www.TheMaylandsMayl.com

Burnham
01621 784884

Maldon
01621 855552

www.pauljking.com
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An invitation for a
free market appraisal
from your local office...

35 The Street, Latchingdon
Chelmsford CM3 6JP

info@paulmasonassociates.co.uk

www.paulmasonassociates.co.uk

Bruce House 17 The Street, Hatfield Peverel
Chelmsford CM3 2DP
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